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From the Editor...
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Hi Gang,

Galacticscape by Beth Avary

Well, what can be said? It’s time to hand the reigns over to someone
with some new ideas and a fresh outlook (and a better sense of
timeliness!). So, in this issue we take a look at the latest IAAA
workshop in the canyonlands of Utah, and we say farewell to a
friend. For those of you who didn’t know, Beth Avary passed away
very unexpectedly in May of this year. This issue is a tribute to her.
It’s been fun folks, thanks, and please give the same excellent
support to our new Editor Steve Hobbs that you have given to me.
See you around the solar system....

Jon!
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A beautiful swirly painting if there ever was one....

YURI’S NIGHT EXHIBITION
By Don Davis and Bettina Forget
Every year space enthusiasts around the world celebrate the
anniversary of Yuri Gagarin’s first space walk on 12 April 1961. This
year was no exception with a large multi‐media event being held in the
NASA Ames hangar at Moffett Field outside San Francisco, CA. The IAAA
was invited to participate and our Director of Exhibitions, Bettina
Forget, arranged for a special mail‐in art show, with artwork featuring
Yuri Gagarin. Don Davis was also invited to participate with an
electronic slide‐show of digital works by various members set to music.
Following are some of the Yuri’s Night works sent to Bettina and
comments about the event in general.

Yuri Multiprint by Bettina Forget
IAAA
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Greetings Yuri by David A. Hardy

turned out it didn't matter. The
event was held in a large open
hanger and the afternoon light
completely flooded out the
projection screens, there was in
retrospect no point scheduling
projections until nightfall.
“The event schedule seems to
have been written out without
regard to actual conditions, and
seemed to try to wear multiple
'hats' ‐ Burning Man regional
event, Rave, space and science
exposition and art venue, in about
that order. There were several
sources of live and recorded
music which tried to out blast
each other in the echoing hanger,
rendering a focused presentation
or easy conversation
problematical.
“It turned out the DVD space
art slide show did get projected
late after I left, and some tiny
fraction of people who happened
to be wandering nearby must
have seen at least part of it. The

Yuri By Detlev van Ravensway
Overall, Don described Yuri's
Night as a qualified disaster. He
said, “It was the most poorly
organized loosely space related
event I have ever attended. I
could have felt screwed by how
things turned out, but I am
confident from my experience
that Chaos and not a snubbing
intent were at work there. Two
IAAA related proposals were after

all accepted, and at least in some
form accommodated. I arrived
well before my presentation
time, handed out my
presentation DVD, and wandered
off to look for friends I knew
would be there. I returned at
3:15 to be there before my 3:30
presentation, only to find I had
been rescheduled at the last
minute for 3:00! As things
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experience was worthwhile only
because of some contacts made
there with fellow attendees.
“The Mail art sent in by
Bettina Forget was displayed in
the safest part of the venue,
within a large tent where the
'VIP's hung out and were served
food. The mail art was hung in
clusters on partitions behind the
food tables, sporadically seen
behind the food servers. If I had
brought art that is where it
would have been 'shown'!
“I doubt that the event is
worth trying to pursue as a space
art venue, unless some
'presence' such as a 'space
painter village' described above
can be established. We would
have to work to see our vision
added to the mix, because we
would have to do it. The only
reason I think the idea is
worthwhile at all is because
there are few places where
younger people not tied to strict

Stamps for Yuri By Frank Hettick
IAAA

Yuri’s Night By Robin Hart
traditional values of 'straight and
narrow' society can gain positive
insights on space and what it can
mean to us."
At least the mail art show
ended up being shown in a safe
place. In the beginning our art
was going to be hung in a
passageway! The VIP tent was a
much better venue. The YN
liaison Bettina dealt with was very
helpful and managed the
receiving, hanging, and return of
our exhibit.
Bettina framed each piece of
mail art, and added a label stating
the artist's name and web address
on each mat. There was also a
frame with the IAAA logo and the

IAAA mission statement, to give
some background to our exhibit.
During the Bay Area event
the IAAA mail art exhibit may
have been in the background, but
it was front and center at the
Yuri's Night Montreal event.
Bettina scanned in each piece of
mail art and created an iMovie
slideshow. The movie was
projected in the most prominent
place during the party.
After the event the mail art
exhibit was featured at the
Canadian Aeronautics and Space
Institute Conference at the end of
April. So, despite a rather lack‐
luster hosting at one venue, the
IAAA still made a good showing
for Yuri’s Night!
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Yuri’s Night By Erika McGinnis
Yuri Gagarin by Kara Szathmáry
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Yuri’s Night By John Kaufmann

stories from
the IAAA members,
Farewell To a Dear
Friend....

It is with great sadness that we
mourn the 4 May 2008 passing
of a dear friend and lifetime
IAAA member, Beth Avary.
Beth did an enormous amount
of work towards our five‐year
project with the Russians,
Planetary Society, the world
tour and especially the year
stay at the National Air and
Space Museum in Washington.
After a tour of duty as the
Director of Exhibitions, she
continued with the Board then
took on the duties of the
Treasurer which she held until
retiring in February. Her
passing was totally unexpected.
At the time of her retirement
letter, she was planning a
major exhibition of her recent
art. Flowers celebrating her
life were sent to her memorial
along with comments and fond
memories from IAAA friends.
Her daughter Kimi replied to
the IAAA with a warm letter.

Postcard from Yuri By Paul Hoffman
Yuri at Enceladus By Steve Hobbs

Dear Kara,
Thank you so much for the
beautiful flowers on behalf of the
IAAA. They were displayed
prominently at Mom's memorial
at her house. Thank you also for
the notes you sent to us, and the
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stories from the IAAA members,
as well as, the prayer time you
orchestrated at the conference.
It means so much to me and my
brothers that the IAAA group
responded with heartfelt
sadness. As you know we loved
her very much. I heard this
quote somewhere; "It's not the
people in our lives that make our
lives, but loving them does." She
definitely inspired love in all
those she met. She has been an
angel for everyone she met over
the years. We are all blessed to
have had her in our lives.
The website
www.bethavary.net/memorial is
up and running if you want to
see some more photos of Mom
and her work.
Warmly,
Kimi Avary

© Jon Ramer

Morning came early in the Hole‐in‐the‐
Rock compound with a bright sun shining
through three widows directly above
Judy and my bed, which reflected off
the opposite wall directly onto us as if
under the lights of an operating room.
I stepped onto the balcony to gander
a look at our facilities and rattlesnake
strewn landscape. Slots Canyon Inn
indeed has very luxurious
accommodations and is nestled on a
beautiful private 160 acre setting of
canyons, cliffs, streams and enormous
rock boulders, some as huge as the
historic and beautifully restored
1890’s Isaac Riddle Cabin just behind
the Inn and just below a dirt road that
follows the route used by Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid – the
Hole‐in‐the‐Wall Gang. It sits couple of
hundred feet off towards the canyon cliffs on a
hill rise above the Inn, and currently is the
home this week to Sean Brady, Paul Hoffman
and John Kauffman. Rumor has it that Amanda
Blake ‐ aka Miss Kitty of Gunsmoke ‐ once lived
in the building after she retired from acting.
During breakfast Erika McGinnis and
Sandon arrived from their motel in the town of
Escalante. What a pleasure it was to meet
Erika for the first time and to thank her
personally for introducing her attorney of
Intellectual Property to the IAAA. Her husband

and headed off northeastwards towards
Capital Reef National Park along highway
#12. From Slots Canyon Inn we were some
five miles west of the town of Escalante
where we stopped to gas up, buy some
sandwich meats, drinks and what not orange
snacks for the drive and later in the day.
From there we headed off on an eighty
mile trek winded our way along HWY #12
through Dixie National Forest which still had
visible snow in the shallows at the foot of the
forests filled with aspen, cedar and ponderosa
pines. At times the route would snake its way
into the sage grass and dwarf cedar
bush desert of Grand Staircase and
the Escalante National Monument
territory. We saw bold vistas
stretching out above the valleys to the
east, as far as the Kaiparowitz Plateau
to the south and below the Aquarius
Plateau to the north on route through
Boulder UT. Before getting to Capital
Reef we cleared passes some 9,400
feet along the Boulder Creek
Mountains before descending to
7,000 feet to 6,580 feet into the town
of Torrey UT, the gateway to and
some three miles from Capital Reef.
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Day One – Scouting in Capital Reef National
Park – June 2, 2008, Monday

Sandon who had joined Erika’s travels to the
region is a jazz musician wanting to take
advantage of biking in the area while she is
off doing her Mars analogue research and art
renderings in the territory.
After breakfast, nine of us piled into the
van with Jon Ramer as our chauffer and guide
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by Kara Szathmáry
2008 Saga of the Utah Trek:

As we entered the
park, within a mile to
Twin Rocks, a further
descent to 5,500 feet
followed as we
approached Chimney
Rock and Panorama
Point. The colors (red,
ocher, grays, and
magenta) and textures
of the cathedral shaped
rocks and escarpments
were highlighted as if
temples of the sun
leading into the
National Park.
At the rock
formation called the
Castle we arrived at the
visitors centre, but long
after several frequent stops for photographic
shots of Mars‐like terrain along the way.
Climbing in and out of the van into the dry
desert air began to become exhausting in and
of itself. We did however take advantage of a
quick but careful tour of the souvenir shop. We
researched, examined and purchased maps,
looked at books of the territory, including
outlaws and lawmen of the days of old, then
collectively decided to drive down the center of
the park to the Golden Throne; but first, after
completing a very lengthy scouting expedition
thus far we’d better have some lunch. We
settled into a very green park on the Fremont
River just before the Fruita Campgrounds. Half
hour later we stopped at campgrounds to go off
hiking along the Cahab Trail that would wind
upwards 400+ feet in altitude before veering
off onto the Frying Pan Trail at the edge of the

© Betsy Smith-Carroll

Saga of the 2008 Utah Workshop

vertical cliffs that would rise another 600 feet
to the cerulean blue sky. The view from up
there of the Fremont River valley and
onwards south to Capital Gorge was an
outrageously expressive visual treat of the
desert mountainous domain of the terrain. At
this altitude one barely sweats, as one climbs
amongst the rocks, dry mud, and desert
cactus it quickly evaporates in the heat and
dry desert air.
The scouting expedition is usually a
good way to start every workshop as it allows
everyone to get to know each other,
recognize their grunting sounds when
extraordinary landscape and vista terrain
appears and become familiar to the leading
utterances of “whoa” coming from spell
bound artist colleagues. Throughout the
afternoon, numerous stops were made with
photographic opportunities galore.
The geology of Capital Reef is a
giant, sinuous wrinkle in the Earth’s
crust stretching some 100 miles
across south‐central Utah. This
impressive buckling of rock was
created 65 million years ago by the
same tremendous forces that later
uplifted the Colorado Plateau and is
today referred to as the Waterpocket
Fold. The National Park preserves
the fold and its spectacular, eroded
jumble of colorful cliffs, massive
domes, soaring spires, stark
monoliths, twisting canyons and
graceful arches. It also has the free‐

© Paul Hoffman

While the artists milled about socializing,
exchanged stories and the recollections of their
favorite sites of the day, consuming beer and
orange circus peanuts, cheesies and dorito

Around 10 PM the lights outside the Inn
went off and allowed the stars to blaze in
their majestic glory in the sky. Aldo had
brought his green laser pointer which was a
fun tool to point out constellations in a
moonless desert sky. Jon later received a
phone call from Mikey who related that they
were some one hour away from arriving.
Cool! Now we would at last be all finally
together.
We decided at this point to go up and
check out the cabin on the hill where Sean,
Paul and John were staying and the much
darker balcony. From their porch we would
have a better option to see more of the sky
plus laugh and talk without bothering other
guests at the Inn particularly our
hosts and family members
downstairs. Ursa and Jon repeatedly
exchanged and tested one another
with one‐liners of various Star Wars
films. Ursa was quite good with her
alien voice impersonations and words
while Jon had great knowledge of vast
phrases as well as military spacecrafts
as did Aldo of both Star Wars science
fiction and reality based future
designs. Throughout the constant
chatter and laughter and laser
pointing into the eastern sky, the
splendid Milky Way river‐wash of
stars rose majestically higher and
higher into the dark star‐studded sky.
This view also included a vantage point of
seeing down to the highway for on coming
headlights from Escalante should the balance
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chips, Judy and Ursa went off to Escalante
with an order for five pizzas for supper. Once
they returned, we resumed with the supper
and discussion well into the evening
darkness.

© Jon Ramer

flowing Fremont River with its cottonwoods,
willows, and ash which creates a fresh ribbon
of green and dotted wildflowers against the big
desert sky and just a few hundred yards away
the harsh, sparser environment of the desert
itself. It is cactus, sage brush, jay,
lizard, jackrabbit, juniper, columbine,
and deer. As the literature says it is a
place where Indians hunted and
farmed for more than a thousand years
and, later, where Mormon pioneers
settled. It is the inspiration of poets,
artists, photographers, and those who
seek only to recreate themselves in the
solitude and slender of its vastness.
The Scenic Drive follows south
along the west face of the fold and leads
into Grand Wash and Capital Gorge,
two deep, twisting, water carved, and
sheer‐walled canyons. Along the Scenic Drive
are trails that led to overlooks, remote
canyons, natural arches, and slick rock
wilderness. The entire day was spent scouting
out locations where we collectively felt
inspired to want to return to in order to paint,
and draw on location for our Mars inspired
renditions.
After we returned to Slots Canyon Inn at
about 6:30 PM, Dan Durda greeted us with his
arrival. His seven and a half our drive from
Boulder CO didn’t include Mikey Carroll, his
son Andrew nor Anil Rao. They were expected
the next day as both Mikey and Anil had
unexpected car problems which has delayed
their arrival.

of our motley crew finally arrive. The stepping
in and out of the van and the hiking of
mountainous trails of the day’s activities had
finally taken its toll on me and I bid good night
to my artist comrades ‘til morning.
Day Two – Scouting in Bryce Canyon
National Park – June 3, 2008, Tuesday
The next morning we were downstairs by
7:30, Judy assisting Joette making breakfast for
the guests while I continued summarizing the
events of the previous day where I left off. It’s
so easy to forget the details with so much going
on last night, especially with all the art
conversations and the expectation of Mikey
Carroll’s arrival, an early start with coffee and
quiet made things so much the easier for
writing. I took a walk to the front balcony and
noticed an extra car in the drive way.
Hopefully this was Andrew and Mikey’s. Anil
Rao is expected to be arriving later this
afternoon after we had returned from the
Bryce Canyon excursion in separate vehicle.
About a half hour later Ursa arrived with
Betsy, followed by Paul, John and Sean from up
the cabin on the hill. Aldo and Jon too arrived
not long after. Dan, meanwhile, I was told was
out scouting out the geology about our Inn and
taking photos of the sunrise. He’d been up
since 6:00. With all the commotion and artists
milling about, planning and discussing past,
current and future spaceart inspirations and
projects, Mikey and Andrew arrived from their
room adjacent to the dinning room where we
had congregated for breakfast. The noise level
suddenly got louder in the excitement of almost
everyone finally being together. This is always
an exciting event in every workshop, the face‐
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to‐face meeting of the extended family
members. Once the introductions were
made, adding faces to names we were
already familiar with from the list,
breakfast began in full earnest with Jon
giving the details of today’s itinerary.
After breakfast we assembled
outside by the van for a head count.
Today’s trek would require lots of
stops, in and out of the eleven seat van,
hikes to photo sessions of various
points of interests and finally a grand
hike in Fairyland Canyon. Judy was
anticipating a lot more pit stops than
yesterday and decided to stay behind as
did Sandon, Erika’s husband. Judy was
going to relax after yesterday’s grueling day,
and keep Joette, our hostess of the Inn,
company and help with any chores at the Inn,
while Sandon would go off exploring about
the town of Escalante on his bike with his dog
running on beside him.
By 9:30 AM with eleven artists packed
into the van, Jon as our chauffeur rumbled
down the driveway and across the Bridge of
Doom [our name for the gate entrance across
a creek] before emerging onto the highway
#12 near mile mark 54 heading west towards
Bryce Canyon. Officially the route is called
Scenic Byway 12 as much of it winds through
the northern portion of Grand Staircase‐
Escalante National Monument which is a vast
area of sandstone canyons, plateaus, unique
rock formations, rivers, and cliffs.

It’s always curious how a terrain would
acquire its name. When early geologists saw
the series of cliffs and plateaus rising from
6,000 feet from the North Rim of Grand Canyon
to Bryce Canyon, they called it Grand Staircase.
Three billion years of geologic history make up
layers of sedimentary rocks. Each of the five
“steps” has been eroded, revealing cliffs of
distinctive color. We saw portions of the Grand
Staircase boulders, cliffs, valleys and plateaus
as we winded our way 22 miles to Henrieville a
splendid rustic little town settled in 1878 with
farming, stock raising, and fruit orchards as
their principal industries.
As for the monument itself along the way,
it is a natural treasure of geologic wonders,
fossils, animal, plant and insect life. It was
home to the Anasazi and Fremont cultures and
remains of their civilization are scattered
throughout the area. There are cliff dwellings
in fact behind and in front of Slots Canyon Inn
on either side of the Scenic Byway 12. The
route is a place of breathtaking vistas, desert
flowers, canyons, plateaus, and scenery that
changes with every turn. It is a place of
solitude, color and light… and this morning,
with orange food, gum drops, chips and circus
peanuts to remind us of our tradition of
hapless nutrition during our sightseeing.
Three miles west of Henrieville brought
to Cannonville, a rural farming community,
some five miles southeast of Tropic and the
gateway to Kodachrome Basin State Park
where we would visit later in the week. As we
neared Tropic which lies in Bryce Valley, the
park’s brilliant crimson peaks began to appear.

Tropic was settled in 1892 and was named
for its mild climate.
We stopped at the convenience store in
the center of town to gas up and purchase
some sandwich meats, snacks, and drinks for
the trip into the Bryce Canyon National Park.
As we left, heading further east ascending out
of Bryce Valley and up the Paunsagunt
Plateau, we pulled off and stopped some five
miles later at Tropic Ditch where we began
our initial hike following a trail along a brook
into the pink cliff edges of Bryce Canyon Rim.
This brook‐ditch which was dug by the
settlers of the area in the 1870s brings water
from Bryce Creek down to the Paria River.
The serpentine trail curls up a sloping path of
hoodoos and cliffs to a cave at one end and a
small water falls at another where a log
stretched across the upper end of the brook‐
ditch above the ten foot falls. Ursa climbed
across then headed up another 80 feet slope
to the red sandstone hoodoo and windows
within the rocks. Jon Ramer followed later
taking several photos from the rim of the
region below. After 45 minutes of hiking in
this area, we returned to the van to continue
to Ruby’s Inn village, the gateway to Bryce
Canyon.
Bryce Canyon National Park is the jewel
of Scenic Byway 12. Located three miles
south of Scenic Byway 12 on Highway 64, the
park rises to an elevation of 9,100 feet at its
southern end. Magnificent salmon pink and
red colored pinnacles and spires can be seen
from viewpoints along the pine‐covered rim
of Bryce’s natural amphitheaters. There are
more than 50 miles of hiking trails.
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The Colorado Plateau’s western edge is
defined by a series of high, flat‐topped
mountains known as the “High Plateau.”
Capped by the colorful pink cliffs that rim
Bryce Canyon, Cedar Breaks, and the Table
Cliffs Plateau, the High Plateaus are the last
step in the famed Grand Staircase – they are
the proverbial icing on top of the Colorado
Plateau’s “geologic layer cake.” The High
Plateaus contain a wealth of information about
the geologic evolution of the western margin of
the Colorado Plateau. These forested
tablelands offer refreshing cool air during the
summer when the surrounding canyon country
is a virtual furnace.
One reason that the High Plateaus are
indeed so high is because a veneer of volcanic
rock has protected the Colorado Plateau’s thick
stack of sedimentary rocks from more
widespread erosion. In addition, regional uplift
has taken these rocks on a ride from sea level
to about 10,000 feet in elevation in the time
space of about 65 million years. Working in
concert, this has left the High Plateaus standing
high along the Colorado Plateau’s western
skyline.
Although the Colorado Plateau is best
known for its colorful landscapes of flat‐lying
sedimentary rock, great outpourings of
volcanic rock help define its margins. The
fireworks along the Colorado Plateau’s “Ring of
Fire” began in the middle Tertiary about 35
million years ago, when boiling magma worked
its way upwards through faults and fractures
that edge the plateau. This magma may have
originated by intense friction between grinding
tectonic plates deep underground, or perhaps
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was generated by upwelling when a slab of
oceanic crust was shoved beneath the North
American plate by subduction. Whatever the
underlying cause, repeated eruptions built
tall composite volcanoes of ash, lava, and
breccia, which later collapsed to form
calderas. The age of basalt volcanism on the
Colorado Plateau shows a general decrease in
a northern direction in parts of Arizona and
Utah. This explains the dark brownish‐black
basalt balls and boulders we’d seen
throughout Dixie National Forest district
yesterday and the drive over north of Zion
National Park on our arrival day.
Critical to the expressions of today’s
landscape, this veneer [as Dan called it] of
hard, resistant volcanic rock protects softer,
underlying sedimentary layers from rapid
erosion. Perhaps most significantly it has
helped preserve the Tertiary Claron
Formation, the layer that forms the pink cliffs
of Bryce Canyon and Cedar Breaks, and also
fringes the lofty Table Cliffs Plateau.
Bryce Canyon National Park’s visitors
centre was three miles south of Ruby’s Inn, a
commercial tourist area and supply center
for the people an employees living in the
small village of Bryce Canyon to its
immediate south. Traveling near by it, we
took a 30 minute break to purchase film,
batteries, postcards, maps, and geology books
along with a much wanted washroom
facilities.
By 11:30 AM we headed into the Bryce
Canyon Amphitheater, a natural spectacle
beyond imagination. Its lofty pink cliffs are
situated along the southeastern rim of the
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Pausaugunt Plateau. Despite its name, Bryce
Canyon is not a canyon at all. It is actually a
series of rock amphitheaters artistically
sculpted along the repeating edge of the
Pausaugunt Plateau. Perhaps better described
as the “Bryce Cliffs”, this fairyland of standing
stone is part of a long escarpment formed by
headward erosion of the Paria River along the
Pausaugunt Fault. Here, erosion has carved
ancient river sediments and lakebeds of the
Tertiary Claron Formation into an unbelievable
variety of unusual landforms called hoodoos.
We stopped at Sunrise Point that gave a
fantastic view down on these hoodoos and the
valley some 800 feet below. Erosion has
shaped colorful Clarion limestone, sandstone
and mudstone into thousands of spires, fins,
pinnacles, and mazes.
We moved onto the next site in the
direction of Inspiration
Point, stopping at Sunset
Point first. This turned
out to be a rim edge view
that was within walking
distance from Sunrise, so
before continuing any
further we decided to
have some lunch. After
lunch we piled back into
the van and went
ascending to some 8,000
feet altitude onto
Inspiration Point another
lookout point overlooking
Bryce amphitheater
towards a stand of

hoodoos known as the
Cathedral.
The sign at Inspiration
Point reads 8,100 feet and
the following description.
“An elderly Paiute named
Indian Dick describes how
Bryce Canyon was formed.
Before there were any
Indians, the legend people
lived in this place. They
were of many kinds—birds,
animals, lizards, and such
things—but they had power
to make them look like
people. For some reason,
the legend people were bad,
so coyote turned them all
into rocks. You can see them
in that place now, all turned into rocks; some
standing in rows, some sitting down, some
holding onto others.... You can see their faces
with paint on them just as they were before
they became rocks.”
After writing out this statement, I went
looking for our artists following up the trail
where everyone else had gone to the
southwestern rim edge. Thirty minutes later
we headed out to Bryce Point at the southern
edge of the amphitheater. Once again the
forest on the plateau gave way to brilliant
colors of sandstone, limestone and tan and
fawn colored mudstone hoodoos with steep
canyons sloped some 75 degrees 300 to 400
feet below. Twisted dwarf cedar trees
appeared to desperately cling in various
gripping modes to the rim edges. Fox‐tailed
pines grew up from the base of the floor
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tapering as it reached for the sky. The light
cascading in the towering hoodoos created a
florescence‐like reflected light. After this
scouting observation and photo opportunity
we now head back out to the north end of the
park to our final destination, Fairyland Point,
where we would hike a couple miles down into
the canyon along a moderate descending trail.
On our way out we tried one other point, Paria
View that faced south towards Swamp Canyon
and to the horizon of New Mexico and
southwest towards Arizona and Nevada.
Unfortunately the road was closed due to snow
and winter clean up procedures. We stopped
at the visitor’s centre one more time before
arriving descending to Fairyland Point at 7,758
feet.
This location was well outside the
amphitheater arena but still part of the pink
cliffs whose eastern edge holds Tropic Ditch.
The descent trail took us into Fairyland Canyon
400 feet below. We traveled amongst pine and
cedar, crossing washes and river‐creek beds.
Two miles in we could see where the “sinking
ship” landmark ended. The trail would
continue another three miles winding its way
back into Bruce Canyon amphitheater in the
south. The trail continued to descend following
the Paudaugunt Plateau rim over looking Paria
River Valley. Fairyland Canyon followed
parallel with the retreating cliff edge along the
trail which we’d followed in another serpentine
fashion. Just as we reached the “sinking ship”
landmark where the trail makes a sharp turn
towards the Bryce amphitheater Dan, Aldo, Jon,
Paul, Ursa, and I stopped to take a much
needed rest in the shadow of an enormous
boulder and cliff edge. This proved to be an
added relief to the heat and much wanted
break from hiking further. REST and the wait
for the others before considering the ascent
back onto the plateau—oh the anguish of the
thought—took precedence.
While we waited for the
others, energetic and youthful
Ursa decided to climb onto a near
by conic dome to gaze off at the
distant canyons, haze and
mountains to the south. Aldo and
I too followed though I did not
explore anymore than take a few
pictures of the gathering of artists
below in the shadow of cliff.
While up there, Erika, John K, and
Andrew arrived. Moments late
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Sean, who had videoed the descent, also
made it into the shade. But where were
Mikey and Betsy? Oh‐oh . . . the clever folks
decided to stop off at some point after they no
longer could hold back the urge to paint an
inspiring formation on location within the
canyon valley.
On our return ascent and hike to find
Betsy and Mikey, Jon pointed out a cave
carved into the base of one of the hoodoos.
He wanted to scale up to it and asked for
volunteers. Almost all of us followed the
adventure up a steep incline of rocks, and
boulders between other spires and into a
hole‐in‐the‐hoodoo column. Once inside the
cavern hollow, the chimney upwards opened
to an azure blue sky. After catching out
breath, we descended and continued up the
trail to find our missing colleagues. By the
time we reached Betsy and Mikey sitting by a
dried wash, another welcomed rest was in
order.
Betsy was still finishing her watercolor
of the region while Mikey had finished his 5
by 7 inch piece and sat back chatted amongst
the cool rocks. Erika nodded to me as I
brought the gathering to order to remember
Beth Avary for a two minute silence as we
overlooked Fairyland Canyon. Aside
spaceart, Beth was also an avid Fantasy and
Sufi artist. How appropriate this setting was
to remember her spirit and camaraderie. The
silence brought with it the sounds of the wind
bristling through the trees and hollows
within the valley. At the end, I thanked
everyone for this remembrance our dear
colleague and then yelled into the air, “Beth
we’ll miss you”!
The next 30 to 40 minutes involved the
remaining ascent onto the plateau – easy to
write about, not so easy to endure the general
fatigue. Once assembled at the top to catch
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moonless night, another glorious evening of
constellation hunting and identifying would
take place. Jon and I meanwhile began to
discuss the elements that we could consider for
the next group strip‐painting.
Day Three – Spencer Flat Road – June 4,
2008, Wednesday
Summarizing the events of the previous
day can only be done by utilizing notes taken
copiously throughout the day, otherwise the
constant change of activities, scenery, pairing
groups of artists and conversations blur in mix
master fashion. Gathering and synchronizing
these notes later requires lots of personal time
and is best achieved in the quiet early morning
hour before most of my artist colleagues are up
– with the exception of Dan who enjoyed
waking at twilight to explore the terrain
surrounding our accommodations and take in
another glorious sunrise. As the morning wore
on, breakfast gradually rounded up more
artists who began to discuss over coffee Jon’s
proposed itinerary to return to Capital Reef to
draw and/or paint. Anticipation for expressed
creativity generates excitement and always
charges the air with electricity. This morning
however the pronouncement of another long
80 mile return drive to Capital Reef resulted in
change of plans. Dan pointed out a near by
excursion, less than 20 miles away, into Grand
Staircase‐Escalante National Monument

(GSENM) that would take us to a geological
GPS location where NASA has verified where
Earth‐like Martian “blueberries” can be
found. He had already explored the terrain a
couple of days earlier before arriving at Slots
Canyon Inn, so he knew this area would
excite the others. The agreement was
unanimous.
We left in two vehicles – Dan leading the
way and followed by the van chauffeured by
Jon. Erika opted out of today’s venture
having mentioned the night before that she
and Sandon would rent ATVs for the day and
trek about the Escalante region before
rejoining the group. Meanwhile Judy too
elected to stay behind and help Joette with
her chores at the Inn. We crossed Jon’s
Bridge of Doom entrance way out of Slots
Canyon Inn while humming the theme song
to Indiana Jones, and headed east back
through Escalante along Utah Scenic Byway
12. With Paul and I as navigators with maps,
despite Dan’s lead vehicle, we watched for the
scenic overlook towards the Escalante River
some 10 miles east of the town. Some 5 miles
out of town however and well before the
overlook, we took a dirt road to the right with
a small sign indicating Spencer Flats, the old
Sheffield Road as I was told later by Matt, a
local helper at Slot Canyon Inn. This road
follows along some 5 miles between canyon
ridges, with twists and turns, until it makes a
right angle turn and heads toward the cliffs
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our breath, we began to load up into the van
for our ride back to Slots Canyon Inn. Before
departing, Dan spotted the conical dome
mound where Ursa, Aldo and I had climbed inn
our farthest reach into the valley terrain below.
We pointed out this feature to Erika and others
to see as the crow would fly.
Back in the town of Tropic we searched
the store for some beers to celebrate in the
evening as the lactic acid coursed through our
bodies. Jon found and purchased a single
bottle of Polygamy Beer for the sheer
namesake with the slogan “why just have one?”
Aldo quipped back that by definition Jon would
have to share. By the time we settled back on
the porch at our Inn as we waited for supper,
we heard from Judy that she had spent her day
sanding two long rails to the staircase up to the
balcony from the driveway. It was her way of
helping Joette after breakfast cleanup, whose
husband has Parkinson’s and whose son had
other more urgent tasks at had. In the
meantime, Jon found his own reply for the
Polygamy Beer slogan – “because it sucks.” It
turned out that this brew was not a pallet
winner. Meanwhile, for supper this evening
Jon arranged the hiring of a chef cook us a meal

of shish kabob, grilled chicken breast, salad,
baked potato, dessert of butterscotch
brownie a la mode. Meanwhile Anil Rao and
finally arrived to yet another joyous and
resounding welcome. How good to see Anil
once again having last laid my eyes on him
back at our 2000 Yellowstone escapade.
Towards the end of the meal but before
we all would disperse to talk art, I called
everyone’s attention to congratulate Jon for
his coordinating this workshop, organizing
the itinerary and serving as our chauffeur for
our group to various scouting expeditions to
Capital Reef and Bryce Canyon regions before
the actual plein‐aire drawing and painting
sessions would begin in full force as was our
customary tradition. Although “some,” Betsy,
Mikey and Erika [she too stole some time to
do a color sketch], had already indulged in
such activity the rest would surely follow
beginning tomorrow. I then called upon
Michael Carroll to come forward to address
the assembly of artists to make his formal
acknowledgment having organized the very
first IAAA workshop in 1983 at first Death
Valley excursion.
Mikey stepped forward with a spiral
draft copy of our 25th Anniversary art book
of which he is the Editor‐in‐Chief. He gave
cordial credit to Jon, our Assistant Editor, for
his energy, editorship and work to birth the
book into its current form. Without Jon’s help
we may not have been this far along the
project but his “running with it” has made it a
reality and ready for our next stage to final a
publisher. Several publishers have already
been approached. Some have declined the
proposal because they were reprint outfitters.
Others were still pending. Mikey’s speech at
times became very emotional as he reflected
back to the early years to find the
organization still growing and enduring long
after our initiation in 1982. How privileged
and proud he felt to be involved with this
ever growing entanglement of creative artists.
After a hardy applause and ovation to
Jon, the balance of the evening began to
unfold with further art discussions, show and
tell of individual art works, computer
renderings and topics of ever broader scope,
including classic films for viewing later that
night and during the coming week from
Aldo’s collection. There were also planned
sightings of the ISS over‐flights at various
times throughout the evening. With a dark
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the exploration and photos began in earnest.
As for the rangers, they followed a short
distance behind concerned for our general
welfare with the changing weather and wind
that had begun.
Concretions occur in a wide variety of
shapes although spherical concretions are the
most common. While John Kauffmann showed
us his rare find, a perfectly shaped moccasin
double hematite stone, I was busy getting the
load down from Dan as to their geology
significance. These rocks are red colored, iron‐
impregnated sandstone. Elsewhere the
literature pointed out that these objects are
locally known as “Navajo Cherries,” “Kayenta
Berries,” “Entrada Berries,” or “Moqui Marbles”
where their size can range from 0.25 inch up to
4 inches in diameter. Surely Jon was now in his
element and onto a gateway to marble nirvana
as he busily photographed formations and
composed a few others with a one inch marble
I purchased and gifted to him at Bryce Canyon.
Jon is a master collector of old and new glass
marbles from around the world.
While the rest of the artists continued
busily to photograph the outcroppings of these
‘blueberries’ on these sand dune slick rocky
ledges along with the general area Dan, Mikey
and I were now busily entertaining the
presence of the park rangers Bob Stevenson
and Bowdie Poulick. Once they learned about
our astronomical art aspirations, the genre of
spaceart and our intentions to explore the
regions, they very quickly began to point out
other curious features we might be interested
in. Not far from our location, on Hole‐in‐the‐
Rock Road, they told us that 3 toe meat eater
dinosaur tracks, which I believe Mikey referred
to them as allosaurus and/or duckbill
hadrosaurus. Fossils and tracks had been
found near the
Kaiparowits
Plateau and
which were
causing a
sensation in the
area as books
were being re‐
written because
of the new
species recently
found. Turns out
that allosaurus
were a very
successful and
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abundant theropod dinosaur found through
out the world from the middle Jurasic to late
Cretaceous period.
Around noon with the skies continuing
their menacing posture we decided to head
back to Slot Canyon Inn for lunch. The first
wave consisting of Jon, Betsy, Paul and Kara
were brought back to a ‘horse dung’ drop off
point from where Dan and Jon continued
safely across the powdery soft sandy dune
route to unlock the van. Meanwhile Betsy,
Paul and I dodged scorpions, coyotes, rattlers,
and wild cows on our walk across the desert
basin to short cut our walk in the desert as a
sandstorm suddenly erupted. Dan returned to
fetch another wave. Sean, Andrew, Anil, John
K, and Ursa followed not long behind
traveling up and through the sand dune trail.
I went off to meet them. Betsy meanwhile
continued up to the van which Jon had left
unlocked to make a quick watercolor sketch
of the terrain while Paul went off to
photograph nearby rocks in the blowing
sandy wind. Along the dust sand trail Ursa
photographed two colony clusters of wasp
larva stacks that stuck out curiously from the
middle of the road. These cylindrical towers
were some 1.5 cm in height and with a 0.5 cm
diameter and were indeed very strange in
their desert habitat.
Once we were all assembled together,
the convoy proceeded with our exit with
periodic stops at odd formations remnants of
ancient dunes with waves of corduroy slip
faces that rose out of the sage brush desert
floor. Some rock formations appeared to be
shaped like large bumpy lizard skin. At one
particular stop, a large godzillian scale
petrified sand dune, Dan came excitedly
running up to Mikey and I where we stood by
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on the south edge of Big Spencer Flats desert.
Concretions appear along the road in this area,
but we didn’t recognize any of these features
just yet.
The North Escalante Canyons inventory
encompasses a variety of terrain, ranging from
bench‐lands to the spectacular scenery of
Wingate Formation escarpments. The
predominant vegetation type covering the
rough hills, steep‐sided buttes, and benches is
piñon and juniper woodland, while sagebrush
and shrub are found in the lower elevation
valleys. The Escalante River canyon complexes
have opportunities for solitude provided by
some outstanding vegetative screening, and
size. We passed ripple tilt slab rocks, fossilized
sand dunes from Jurassic period, and surface
formations veneered with a crust which when
broken would generate new sand dunes. This
unspoiled natural area remains a frontier, a
quality that greatly enhances the Monument’s
value for scientific study from around the
world in understanding everything from the
specialized relationship between bees (logo on
Utah’s highway signs) and native desert plants
to how NASA may detect fluids on Mars.
The dirt road progressively became
rougher and powdery sand in composition.
The sky too began to overcast. Weather
reports had stated early this morning that a
cold spell was bringing snow to the highlands
of Utah along with possible rain and wind
gusts. We were aware that the weather could
change suddenly in the Monument. Flash
floods are possible at any time of the year. If
the potential for storms is high for the region,
hikers were warned to avoid traveling in
narrow canyons and keep away from

streambeds. If
we found
ourselves in a
flood situation,
to climb to the
highest possible
point until the
flood conditions
subsided in 8 to
12 hours, but to
note that it is
possible to be
stranded for
several days.
‘Whoa’ was the
cautionary
sentiment as we
periodically watched for troubling signs in
the sky for weather changes which we could
see on the north and western horizon. There
were several stops that we took along the
way to take photos of the incredible
landscape for future creative painting
references.
We pressed on in the dust trail of Dan’s
SUV which had by now vanished further up
the road, until Jon found it impossible to
continue in the powdery sandy dune desert
roadway where the van eventually got stuck.
Jon tried to back his way out without success.
Those of us traveling with Jon emptied the
van and helped push the vehicle until we got
it sideways blocking any future traveler. At
this point Dan had returned with some extra
hands to help negotiate the turn around
which would take the van back out and put
our vehicle back onto harder ground and park
a quarter mile up the road. Fortune had it
that two park rangers, who were working by
the side of the road earlier up the road,
followed us some time later out of the
curiosity as to where we might be heading.
Spencer Flat Road wasn’t a conventional
tourist attraction. From a distance the
rangers could see our troubled vehicle but
once they caught up to us congratulated the
crew to our successful turn around from the
soft powdery dunes. Meanwhile Dan began to
ferry the artists to the ‘blueberry hill’ location
where NASA’s GPS coordinates identified
hematite, the iron trioxides balls and marbles
of rocks, that could be found in significant
numbers literally growing out of the ground.
Once we all were ferried over to this location,
some two miles from where than van was left,
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pictographs were located. Judy and I
stayed behind to lay out the strip painting
that Jon and I discussed the night before on
the canvas Jon had brought with him. We
would need eleven panels one for each
artist. Jon meanwhile elected to work on
downloading some of his photos from
earlier in the day, and working on a
“special” photo idea that Dan came up
with.
By mid afternoon, I received a note by
Erika from Matt, a friend of the Inn’s son
Adam. Last night Erika had mentioned that
she and Sandon would return later this
evening around 6:30 for supper. Now
however their note stated due to the bad
weather that they choose instead to head
back to Idaho early.
As soft rain began to gently fall, the
artists began to return from their hike onto
the boulders and cliffs of the slot canyons
behind the Inn. Judy and I set up set up the
strip paneled canvas after I sketched out a
rough draft from Bruce Canyon, Tropic
Ditch, Grand Staircase-Escalante, Capital
Reef and Mars onto the large kitchen island
counter to let Dan and Betsy begin their
sections before they would leave tomorrow.
With Erika’s departure, Judy and I
reconfigure
the panels
to ten to
make each
section a
3⅞ inch by
10 inch
vertical
panel. Jon
brought up
his case of
200 color
acrylic
paints
library.
While Dan
and Betsy
selected
their
panels
John K and
Sean B
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running up to Mikey and I where we stood by
the van during a photo shoot to present me
with some new formed hematite balls he had
found. He handed them to me to have as a
souvenir. As I gazed down into my palms all
I could see were rabbit droppings, as
laughter filled the windy desert air with Dan
running off with the yelp of a coyote
trickster.
On our drive back to Slot Canyon Inn
for lunch, several conversations were
happening simultaneously. John K and I
were discussing how amazing and
reminiscent the landscape had been to Mars
pictures we had seen. This sort of
conversation had already come up on several
occasions on previous outings involving the
color of air on various planets, and not just
on Mars. In the meantime, the weather
remained threatening with rain. The wind in
fact had gotten quite intense near the end of
our outing on Spencer Flat range whipping
up sand and probably mixed with cow dung
as Aldo speculated. As a consequence, the
workshop attendees had decided to spend
the balance of the afternoon around the Inn.
Some led by Dan decided to go up
behind the Inn onto the Butch Cassidy and
Sundance Kid Trail into a slot canyon where

took advantage to draw their cabin on the
hill.
For supper, we decided to take Joette’s
tip to try the Cowboy Blue Restaurant in
Escalante town. We had the waitress arrange
a long table to seat all of us in the center of
the establishment. After a preliminary round
of a couple of pitchers of beer, toasts, chatter,
and the ordering of our meals, while Jon
went off to photograph the dark sky with the
lighted foreground outside, someone got the
clever idea of inverting Jon’s jacket that had
gold lining. Aldo engineered a Starfleet
Medallion logo from the blue utensil ribbon
while Dan hastily chewed up some gun to
pin the medallion to his jacket. On Jon’s
return another round of pitchers of beer were
ordered as our supper plates began to be
served. With Jon’s discovery of his gold
jacket and Starfleet Medallion the laughter
got louder and sillier with the potential for a
food fight as a spoon catapult was set up by
Jon to launch some hors derves from his end
of the table to the other side where John K,
Sean, Paul and I sat.
After our return to the Inn, another
evening of art show and tell took place while
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Dan and Betsy worked on their strip
painting panels. Anil showed this medical
work; Aldo displayed his sketches and
drawings of rockets and jet plane designs;
Mikey brought out his new book on Alien
Volcanoes and his SpaceArt Book; Paul
showed several pieces of his work on this
laptop including some 3D renderings; John
K displayed some of his colorful art projects
that he brought with him as did Sean of the
few he had brought. Periodically Aldo,
Ursa and I would go outside to see whether
another passing of the ISS could be seen
before vanishing into the terminator. Late
in the evening Aldo and Jon invited
everyone that wanted to down to their
quarters to see tonight’s DVD treat – Mars
Attack. Dan of course was bushed; but, he
didn’t object to having the clan down and
watch the film as he was toast and it would
be easy for him to fall deeply to sleep
despite the chatter and laughter as we
watched the film. With that another day in
paradise was over.
(ed: The rest of the workshop report will be
in the next Pulsar)

A New Board Steps Up
Every two years a new Board of Trustees is elected to guide the IAAA’s
journey into the fu ture. This election cycle also coincided with the election of
the President of the IAAA. The results are in. Here are the members of your
new Board.
President –
Dirk Terrell

Board Members –
Don Dixon
Dan Durda
Robin Hart
BE Johnson
Jon Ramer
Pat Rawlings

the wonder and amazement of the natural world.” Raymond uses traditional
brush and paints as a direct contrast to his professional digital design work.
Through a contest utilizing either fine or computer art, Raymond was
awarded two pages in the National Space Society calendar. Out of seventy
entries from around the world he was the only artist to have two entries printed
in the calendar.
Raymond’s hobbies include: working with birds of prey as a volunteer with
HawkQuest, a local environmental education organization; training and driving
miniature horses; dog agility; drawing and painting; and computer animation.

Congrats to the new members and our new President, Dirk Terrell. And a
very special and heartfelt thanks to Kara Szathmáry, who is stepping down from
the Presidency after serving honorably for an amazing eight years. Our grateful
thanks and best wishes to you Kara....

PROFILE: Raymond Cassel
Raymond Cassel was one of the winners of the National Space Society
calendar contest (see one of his winning submissions to the right). For nearly
15 years Raymond’s career has contributed to and continues to grow in the
design and illustration field. To date, Raymond has created design work for a
variety of industries including aviation, telecommunications, medical equipment,
environmental, training, science education, and non-profit. Throughout his
career Raymond has managed projects as diverse as large print runs;
construction of an airplane cockpit mock-up for tradeshows; interactive
multimedia; graphic user interfaces; video and animation; and corporate
branding.
Raymond graduated from Metropolitan State College of Denver with a BA
in industrial design. As a result of his education many aspects of industrial
design are apparent in his design process. This experience allows Raymond to
think beyond two-dimensional design. He is able to build rough form-study
mock-ups in a digital or physical representation.
Over the years a majority of Raymond’s fine art interests have gravitated to
wildlife. He describes his passion for wildlife art this way, “I want to capture
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Descent Into the Dark Side by Raymond Cassel
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WHERE IN THE WORLD?...

Astronomical feature of the quarter:

einstein rings

So where in the world was this
pictures taken?....
In the sand dunes of Maspalomas
on the southern end of the Island of
Gran Canaria.
Some seven kilometers of the
southern coastline of Gran Canaria
was designated as a nature preserve
in 1897. The
beaches of the
Special Preserve of
Maspalomas are
made of a mix of fine
golden sand and
black volcanic sand,
which swirl into
amazing patterns
with the waves. All
together, the
preserve covers over
400 hectares of land,
and supports
hundreds of large
sand dunes which
move with the winds
that blow across
Maspalomas all year
long.
Text & images Jon Ramer.

“Einstein rings” are formed by gravitational lensing and are named for
Einstein after he predicted their occurrence. This is an image of
gravitational lens system SDSSJ0946+1006 as photographed by Hubble
Space Telescope's Advanced Camera for Surveys. The gravitational field
of an elliptical galaxy warps the light of two galaxies exactly behind it.
The massive foreground galaxy is almost perfectly aligned with two
background galaxies at different distances. The foreground galaxy is 3
billion light-years away, the inner and outer rings are comprised of
multiple images of two galaxies at a distance of 6 and 11 billion lightyears. The odds of seeing such an alignment are estimated as 1 in 10,000.
To the right is a zoom onto the lens showing two concentric partial ringlike structures without the glare of the foreground galaxy. More than just
a novelty, this very rare phenomenon can offer insight into dark matter,
dark energy, and even the curvature of the Universe.
Credit: NASA, ESA, and R. Gavazzi and T. Treu (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Source: http://www.spacetelescope.org/news/html/heic0803.html
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